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With a team specializing in calculating standard deviation, variance, skew factor, pressure factor, My home worker is here to support you in the statistics department and in all areas. If you want, we can prepare all your homework and give you a private lesson on any topic you want. It's easy to get into my home team. You can immediately
send us your request akademikodevcim@gmail.com WhatsApp support line or email address and get an idea of our fees. Click here to do the next project or various projects... WARNING TO STATISTICA I TERM PAPER For your chosen country and Turkey between 1980 and 2019 GDP (current US dollar) (X1), literacy level, youth
woman (women aged 15-24 years) (X2) and literacy rate, male male (men aged 15-24 years) (X3), Real interest rate (%) (X4) variables from the World Bank web page. 1. Provide a short 150-word information about your chosen country. 2. This is the type of variables. 3. Find the following descriptive statistics on Turkey and the country
chosen using the SPSS program: Average, mode (peak value), average (average), 1. A quarter and three. Calculate the value of the quarter. Calculate standard deviation, variance, skew factor and pressure factor. Draw an appropriate diagram for each variable. Draw and interpret the box diagram. 4. Compare Turkey and the chosen
country using all the results. 5. Instead of the variable you choose, you can choose one of the other variables. If you have prepared a Word document (no more than 6 pages and no accompanying pages), deliver the document for signature no more than January 10, 2020. No justification for the delay will be accepted. Data not sourced will
not be evaluated. With a team specializing in calculating standard deviation, variance, skew factor, pressure factor, My home worker is here to support you in the statistics department and in all areas. If you want, we can prepare all your homework and give you a private lesson on any topic you want. It's easy to get into my home team.
You can immediately send us your request akademikodevcim@gmail.com WhatsApp support line or email address and get an idea of our fees. Click here to do the above project or various projects... The concept of probability theory and, to some extent, to resent in statistical science (English: curtose) was first explained by K. Pearson in
1905. The concept of support is defined by a graphic representation of probability distribution for a random variable of real value is a measure of sharpness or pressure. Details of the concept of reaism were developed within the framework of probability theory. With regard to decibral statistics, the nature of the pressure of the data set is
seen as a function that is not taken into account. One reason for this is that there are almost no ions or tests about pressure in parametric underweight statistics, and in the use of practical statistics, the pressure is seen as very minor. Perhaps the reason for this was practically the inability to manually calculate the measure of reaism. The
definition of pressure the fourth standarized moment is defined as follows; μ 4 σ 4, display frak mu {4} sigma {4}, » The fourth average of 4 euros here is a standard deviation σ point. In some old statistical books, this phrase was sometimes used as a definition of reaism. More than usual, pressure, the Fourth cumulative value divided by a
square of probability distribution variability is defined as: γ 2 β 4 β 2 μ 4 σ 4 and 3, {2}-frak (kappa) {4} kappa ({2}) {2}-frak (mu {4} sigma) {4}-3. If this is used as a measure, it is known as overthought. The last term of the form, minus 3, is described many times as an adjustment of the form of pressure identification. Thanks to this
adjustment, the value of measuring the pressure of a normal curve is zero. Another reason for this adjustment is the study of the measurement of pressure for the sum of several random variables. Because the measure is determined using a cumulative, if the random Y variable is the sum n statistically independent X, each with the same
distribution; then The pressure of I Pressure X / n, will, and it gives a simple average look. In the general expression X1, ... the random Xn variable has the same variability and shows the same distribution, the common random variable is the pressure for Y: Basik  (∑ i 1 n X i) - 1 n 2 ∑ i 1 n Basik  (X I), displaystyle operator name Basik
(left). X_day) 1 (more n'{2}'sum (i'1'n'operatorname (X_) ) If no tweaks were made and even the fourth point was used as a measurement formula, This simple common formula will not be restored. If the distribution or dataset pressure measure is at 0 (zero), this type of dataset or probabilities distribution is called meso-basque (English for
'meso-kurtic'). The zero (0) pressure is measured, i.e. meso-pressure, the most well-known probability distribution (regardless of parameters) is normal distribution. In accordance with the parameters, several other probability distributions also show meso-respersed, i.e. 0 pressure measurement value. For example, if p No 1/2 ± 1/12
display style p1/2'pm sqrt (1/12) is a binomial distribution of the meso-press. If the pressure measure and terminology do not show the nature of the distribution of meso-pressure, sometimes it can lead to complexity of ideas. If probability distribution or pressure measure for the data set is positively above zero (between 0 and infinity), this
type of distribution is called lepto-basque. If probability distribution or dataset is a leppeau pressure pattern (i.e. positive pressure is measured), the probability distribution density chart or the dataset multiplicity chart indicates more average (compared to normal distribution) and thicker than its tails. These probabilities are called fat-tailed
distributions, and sometimes the distribution of a high Gauss type. The distribution of laplas and logistics distribution are examples of lepto-Basque distributions. Simply put, if in the middle of the distribution pointed and tails fat, they are lepto-pressed and show a measure of positive pressure. If probability distribution or pressure measure
for the data set is below zero, between negative 0 and -2, this type of distribution can be called plati-pressed ref'gt'gt;Engly plati-kurtic and plati-taken from the ancient Greek language. It should also be noted that the slightest value of pressure measures is -2. An example of probability distribution with a pressure of -2 in the lower limit is
the distribution of Bernoulli with p -1/2. Distribution graphs showing this kind of negative pressure are low around the middle, and their caustic and tailings look short skinny, or the slopes of the medium push look like a steep mountain dining mountain. The different or continuous even distribution and increased distribution of cosine are
examples of distributions showing plati-flattening (i.e. an unsymatic plane). Because these distributions are lower in both the middle and tails of normal distribution compared to the density graph, they are also called the low-level Gauss type. If the aforementioned pressure measure shows a high positive value, the distribution density chart
has a pointy peak and fat tails; On the other handIf the measure is negative and low (i.e. close to -2), the climax is more rounded and looks like a dining mountain with broad shoulders. Graphic examples of the effects of the Distribution vii type Pearson type vii: Infinity, 2'blue and 0'black Pressure can be depicted with the Pearson VII
family type, which is a family of parametric distributions. The rest of this parametric family (while low moments and cumulante remain constant) can be changed. The probability density function for them is as follows: f ( x; a, m) - Γ (m) a π Γ (m - 1/2) Gamma (m {2}) Here they become a one-to-one option and m sequence parameter. For
this family, all the probability density functions are symmetrical. If the (to 1) / 2 display style m'gt; (to 1)/2 makes sense, there is also a vengeful moment. The size of the M must be 5/2 displaystyle m zgt'5/2 to have a different pressure measure than 0. Thus, both average and distortion is zero. If the value A is selected to be 2 x 2 m and 3
displaystyle a {2}-2m-3, the change value is 1. In these conditions, the only parameter that can be freely changed is m, and this controls the fourth point (and kumullant), i.e. the property of pressure. This distribution feature can be a parameter, as m No 5 / 2 No 3 / γ 2 display style m5/23/gamma {2} where γ 2 display style gamma {2}
becomes a measure of support. The result is one parametric leppeau-pressure of the family, and the average for them is always 0, the variance is always 1, distortions are always 0 and the pressure is given higher. In this case, the probability density function is given as follows: g ( x; γ 2) - f (x; a 2 - 6 / γ 2 , m 5 / 2 q 3 / γ 2). Displaystyle g
(x; gamma ({2}))f (x; a'sqrt 26/gamma ({2}),;m'5/2'3/gamma ({2})! γ 2 → ∞ gamma display {2} to oil with zoom, probability density function takes the following form: g ( x) 3 ( 2 x 2) 5 / 2 , displaystyle g(x)3 left (2 xx {2})-5/2! The red curve in this illustration. The convex on the other side, i.e. γ 2 → 0 display (gamma from {2} to 0), returns the
standard normal distribution as a distribution at the limit, and this is shown as a black curve. The pressure of the blue curve is 2 x ↦ g (x; 2) (display x'mapsto g(x;2) probability density. Probability density between the blue curve and the black curve is given curves received as 2 Nos. 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/16. Red curve vii type γ 2 and ∞
gamma display {2} (i.e. no momentum) gives an upward limit. For this red curve, the curve decreases the least as it moves away from its origin; I mean, they have thick tails. The upper curve in this family shows a very lepath-respersional character compared to the normal distribution of meso-pressure. The second graph, a graphic
representation of the natural supermolon logarite density of Type VII Pearson, clearly shows the fat tails of lepto-pressing density. In this graph, the black curve is a normal variance curve resembling an inverted parabola. It is seen that the black normal density of the curve is much less likely to be in areas far from average (i.e. more
sisccco-tail) than the blue curve, which is a blue curve indicating the 2 lepta-pressure nature of the Type VII Pearson distribution. Pressure for some distributions These impressions compare some well-known distributions that depend on different parametric families. The density of all one modes and symmetrical. Each of them has an
average value. The parameters are chosen in such a way that variability is equal to one for all instances. The following seven distributions are compared on a linear scale and a logarith scale: D: Laplace distribution - sometimes called double supersumal distribution. The red curve (regarded as two correct in the chart scale log) - pressure
measurement No. 3 S: Hyperbolic distribution sequence - orange curve - pressure measurement No 2 L: logistics distribution - green curve - pressure measurement - 1.0 2 H: normal distribution - black curve (parabolim topping in the measurement log) - pressure measurement No 0 C: raised distribution of cosine-blue-curved pressure. W:
Distribution of Wigner semicircles - blue curve - pressure measurement -1 U: continuous homogeneous variance - Valimsu curve - pressure measurement - -1.2 Pressure sample for random sampling with a number of observation values for the sample measured as follows: g 2 m 4 m 2 and 3 n ∑ i 1 1 n (x i q x o) 4 (∑ i q 1 n (x i q x o) 2 -
3 (display g_{2})-frac (m_{4}) m_{2} -{2}-3'frac Summa i1n (x_-overline) 4 (the amount of i1-n (x_-overline x) {2}'right){2}-3 the second moment around m2 average (or sample, the change xi observed the second value, and x o displaystyle (overflow line x {2} x_) is the average ∑. , E No 1 n D 2 ∑ i q 1 n (x x o) 4 x 3 (E-1 display) over nD
{2}'sum y'1'n'(x_'i'-bar (x'-3) {4} is used where n - sample D - The known value of variability before an account, the value of measuring xi x and x o displaystyle (bar x) is the average known before the account. Pressure predictors Anamass If the sample, which is a subset of the mass, is given, the sample pressure measure given above is a
mis-forecast of the pressure measure anamass. Computer statistical packages (SAS, Minitab, SPSS and Excel) use the following formula for the mainmass G pressure forecast: No 2 (n No 1) m 4 x 3 (n - 1) m 2 2 ) (n No 1) (n q 1) (n q 1) (n No 3) (n No 1) 2 n 2m 2 (display) {2},(n-1), m_{4}-3, (n-1), m_{2}-m_{2}-{2} n-1) (n-2) , (n-3); Frak
(n-1) {2} {2}, m_{2} {2} n No 1 (n No 2) (n q 3) (n q 1) m 4 m 2 x 3 (n q 1) (n-3) left ((n-1) , frak (m_{4})m_{2}-{2}-3, (n-1) n No 1 (n - 2) (n - 3) (n - 3) (n q 1) g 2 and 6) (display style frac n-1 (n-2) (n-3) left ((n'1), g_{2} (n No 1) n (n q 1) (n q 2) (n q 3) ∑ i q 1 n (x x x o) 4 (∑ q 1) I. 3 (n q 1) 2 (n q 2) (n q 3) display style (n-1), n,n-1) (n-2) (n-2)
(n-3); the amount amount i1'n (x_-bar (x)) {4} on the left (amount 1'1'n (x_'i---Bar x) {2} (right) {2}-3, frak (n-1) {2} (n-2) ( n No 1) n (n q 1) (n q 2) (n q 3) ∑ i q 1 n ( x x o) 4 k 2 2 x 3 (n q 1) 2 (n No 2) (n - 3) (display) frak (n'1) n' (n-1), (n-2) (n-2) (n-3) frakamount i1'n (x_-bar (x){4}k_{2}{2}-3, frak (n-1){2} (n-2) (n-3)! k2 is a non-incorrect
forecast value for the variability of the main mask; m4 is the fourth point of sampling around the middle; m2 is a sampling variation; xi is the second value, and x o display is the average sample. Only a package of BDMP statistics should use this formula. Unfortunately, this G 2 displaystyle G_{2} itself is usually the wrong prediction. This is
not only wrong for normal distribution, because then the expected value is zero. See also distortion distortion risico pressure risico In Das Fehlergesetz und seine Verallgemeinerungen durch Fechner und Pearson. Return, Biometrics, Volume 4, let's say. 169-212 (German) - English lepta-jacket and lepto-taken from the ancient Greek
Pointed, i.e. the nature of the unmunerable, the distribution of appearance to show a measure of positive pressure, can cause confusion. Maybe it's called sharpness in the title concept, or the curtosis in the title concept, and the idea. can be more accurate to avoid. But in the end, it must be studied and accepted. The fact that the
distribution with a large and flat, flat mountain dining mountain appearance chart on this type of top is negative to measure the plane sometimes leads to confusion. It is therefore particularly appropriate to consider this issue for training. External Sources Spiegel, Murray R and Stephens, Larry J. (Tr.'ev.: Selebioglu, Salih) (2013) Statistics,
Istanbul: Nobel Academic Publishing ISBN 9786051337043 External Connections Free Software on the Internet (Calculator): Calculates various distortion measures and pressures for any data group. A series of articles about the first use of some conceptual names in mathematics was archived on The Wayback Machine on January 17,
1999. (English) Celebrating the 100th anniversary of the concept of reaism. Description of the history of the subject and various measures of indignation (English) Joans, D. N. and Gill, C. A. (1998) Comparison of sampling measures skewed and kurtos magazine of the Royal Statistical Society (series D): Statistics Volume:47/1 Page:183-
189. doi:10.1111/1467-9884.00122 (English) . Below. istatistik basıklık katsayısı formülü
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